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My first taste of the Big Apple is as sweet as the eye candy.But have I bitten off more than I can

chew? I moved to New York from my sleepy little hometown, ready for some excitement in my

life.And maybe in my bedroom.So I'm excited when my co-worker decides it's time for me to

experience the nightlife.Billionaire best friends Jared and Dallas are both hotter than the

sun, And they both want me.I've gone from "never been kissed" to dating two gorgeous guys at

once.But how am I supposed to choose which one will claim my virginity?Maybe I don't have

to.It turns out Dallas and Jared are interested in sharing not just me, but each other. I worry I'll

be coming in between the two friends.But maybe that's exactly where they want me.Between

the Billionaires is an MMF bisexual menage romance with no cheating and no cliffhangers; just

a lot of steamy goodness and a happily ever after for all. It is a standalone that can be read and

understood by itself but it's linked via characters and setting to the other books in the Between

Them series so you can continue the fun once this one is done!

"One thing I like about this novel is the plot progression. The way the author arranges the

sequence of events ensures that readers would follow the story without any confusion.(...) It

was interesting that the author provided readers insights into the thoughts of several characters

in several scenes. That also added to the character development, which was excellent.(...)" -

Editoral Review at OnlineBookClub.org "I read it in less than twenty-four hours. It was a real

page turner. This guy has a great future ahead of him as a science fiction author" - Julie Weil

Thomas, Bestseller author in the Space Marine Science Fiction category! "Great new Series" -

Ebook Tops Reviewer "Can't wait to see what's next" - Ebook Tops Reviewer "A great start to a

new series" - Ebook Tops Reviewer "A real page turner!" - Ebook Tops Reviewer "Interesting" -

Ebook Tops Reviewer "Good start to a new series" - Goodreads ReviewerFrom the AuthorI had

incredible fun writing this book (it took only two months from start to finish + some editing,

proofreading, editing again, writing additional chapters, editing, proofreading, deleting some

things, writing again, and finally it was done!) and I loved every single day, hour and minute

spent on writing it. I did not get a single day off while pouring this story onto (e)paper. And I

really, really hope it shows how involved with the plot and characters I had been.I have always

loved science fiction, and I've always hoped to begin writing something of my own one day, to

share with everyone what has been hiding inside my head. This book, this particular story, is

just the beginning of a longer plot I have in my mind. I hope my readers will love the book at

least as much as I loved writing it - and, hopefully, some of the reviews I have already had,

show just that!While I am writing this "From the Author" page, book 2 is already more than 60%

done. I am writing it a bit differently than book one, with more plot arcs, more characters, more

of everything. I will also do my best for everyone, who loved book 1, love book two even more!

Take care!
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Don’t forget to leave the receipts in my office!” Martel yelled the reminder at me right before he

left.Tonight it was me and Sammy, Martel’s daughter, closing up. I wasn’t nervous about the

task, it was something I had done for a couple weeks at that point. I’d had this waitressing job

for a month, and I still had no idea why Martel took a chance on me. I knew he was flooded

with applications. The day I had come in to see Martel, there were already a few other girls

there waiting.In all honesty, Dawson’s was a longshot for me. It was a hotspot in New York, and

because it was so popular, the tips were enough to not just survive in the city, but also have a

little fun. What was even crazier was that Dawson’s was the first interview I had landed.When

Martel interviewed me, I thought I had fully fucked up everything. My heart was pounding

through every question, and I knew before going in that my resume was lacking. I had had a

single service job, but it was back home in Maine at a local sleepy diner. The most exciting

thing that had ever happened there was when my crush came in and asked for extra ice in his

drink (something I had managed to keep to myself during my interview).But, for whatever

reason, Martel said he saw potential in me.“Hey!” Sammy jumped out from behind me, scaring

the ever-loving daylights out of me.“Holy shit, Sammy, are you trying to kill me?!” I brought my

hand to my heart, the pounding so fast that I was worried it might pop out of my chest.“Oh no!

I’m sorry,” Sammy laughed as she apologized. I knew she meant it, though. I continued doing

the final sweep, on the last leg of things that was needed to make sure the morning crew could

open up. Sammy followed me as I cleaned.“Do you need something?” I asked her.The two of

us were friendly, but nothing had ever really extended outside of working hours. It wasn’t that I

didn’t think Sammy was cool or anything. In fact, I thought she was too cool. She was the exact

opposite of me: pretty, outgoing, popular. She was every inch Martel’s daughter, and that was a

little intimidating for me. I wouldn’t say I never went out and partied, but my hometown in Maine

was a vastly different social scene.“Well, a couple friends and I are going out tonight, and I

thought you might want to come,” Sammy hopped up on the counter and watched me.I paused

for a second at her question, but I didn’t hesitate for long, because I knew my answer pretty

quickly.“I don’t think I can.”“Why not?” Sammy whined, “You never say yes. Do you have some

kind of secret double life? Like a spy? Or escort?” Sammy wiggled her brow on the word

‘escort.’I almost laughed at the question because I was the last person who would be that

interesting. And escort? I’d never even had a boyfriend.It was kind of sad, actually. But I’d just

never met anyone back home who really sparked my interest, and I hadn’t been here long

enough to explore the dating scene.“I just don’t go out,” I shrugged, “Plus, I don’t have anything

to wear.”“If that’s the only thing really stopping you, you can borrow something from me. I have

so many clothes, I’m sure we can find something you like in my closet.”“Oh, I don’t know…”But

in spite of my hesitation, the idea wasn’t wholly unappealing. I really did like Sammy, and she

had asked me a few other times, but it was always with a few of the other waitresses around,

so I’d just kind of assumed I was included out of pity. But tonight, it was just me. It looked like



Sammy really wanted me to go out with her.“You’re going to love my friends. I promise, it will be

fun. And if you don’t have fun, I’ll buy you breakfast tomorrow. It’ll be greasy and fatty and the

perfect thing to cure your hangover.”That offer sounded pretty good, at least minus the

prospect of a hangover, but maybe it was time for me to have a little fun. I was in the big city

after all.“Okay,” I smiled. “Let me finish up and then we can head out.”“Perf!” Sammy jumped off

the counter gleefully, “I can take care of the receipts. Get things moving, so we can be out of

her as quickly as possible.”Sammy and I were done within the half hour. We jumped on the

subway and headed to her place. She was able to fill any silence with conversation, telling me

about all the people we were hanging out with tonight, the club we were going to, the drinks

she had on hand for a pregame.It was a lot, especially for my first time out, but I was excited. I

could be someone else tonight. Someone different who’s exciting, or at least who does exciting

things. My ideas of what was exciting probably paled in comparison to actual cool people, but it

was something totally new for me, and that was enough.*****When we got to Sammy’s

apartment, she took me straight to her closet.“Okay, so there’s a lot to choose from,” she said

as she threw open her closet doors.It was no exaggeration. The closet was packed full of

options, and I marveled at the vast selection for a moment.“Wow…” I touched one of the softer

looking dresses, fingering the velvet.“So, we should both probably shower. I’ll go first while you

pick a few options, letting me know what you’re into, and then while you shower, I’ll make some

choices and soon, you’ll have an outfit.”That seemed like a good plan. Sammy headed to her

bathroom while I browsed her clothes. We had pretty different body types. I was taller and

curvier, so I tried to go for things that looked a little oversized, kind of long. I placed a few

dresses on the bed that I thought would suit me.Sammy came back to the bedroom not too

much time later and looked at my choices.“Okay, okay. I can work with this.”Her expression

wasn’t giving anything away, so I couldn’t tell if she really liked what I had chosen. They were

her clothes, so I knew she had to like them to a certain degree, at least. “Why don’t you go take

a shower, there’s a towel, wash cloth, use whatever soaps and things you want. I’ll whip out

some stuff for you to try.”Sammy looked like she had mischief on her mind, which scared me to

a certain point. But she wouldn’t lead me astray, right?I went to the bathroom and washed the

day off my body. I loved working at Dawson’s, but that didn’t mean it was an easy job. Luckily, I

didn’t have any problem customers today, I had just been on my feet for a lot of it.I didn’t take

too much time in the shower because I didn’t want to make Sammy wait for me for too long. I

got out and towel-dried my hair, and used some of the products Sammy had in her bathroom.

Once I was done, I went back out to her bedroom. She was wearing a tank top and shorts,

sitting at her desk and doing her makeup.She turned to look up when she heard me come in.“I

left some options on the bed. Choose whatever you like best. There’s also a new, clean pair of

panties.” She had some tunes going, and she quietly sang along while making up her

face.Slowly, I approached the bed and saw clothing that I would never think to wear. The more

modest outfits I chose were nowhere to be found. I looked at all the dresses, and it was clear

just with a quick glance that things would not be covered.“What happened to the clothes I

picked?”“I put them back. I picked things that were more the vibe of the club we’re going to, but

I did use your choices as inspiration. Try one on! I know you’re gonna look hot.”I looked back at

Sammy, who was busy applying a coat of mascara to her lashes. I wasn’t going to make a fuss

because she clearly knew more about this stuff than I did. I trusted her judgement with this

stuff.I picked up a little black number and headed back to the bathroom to get dressed.I started

with the bra I’d been wearing and put on the panties Sammy gave me. I held the dress up

against my body and looked into the mirror. It was cute. Maybe it’d be nice on me.I slipped the

fabric over my head and pulled the dress down. It clung to my body almost like a second skin.



There were two slits on the side, showing some skin - in fact, there was a whole lot of skin

showing. My ass was barely covered, but the hem went far down enough to be decent at least.

Basically, there wasn’t much left up to the imagination in this dress.The whole outfit felt weird,

but I wanted to give it a chance. I stepped out of the bathroom to show Sammy.“What do you

think?” I asked anxiously.Sammy turned around, and her eyes went wide.“You’re fucking sexy,

girl!”“You think so?” I pulled at the hem, but given the lack of fabric, the action didn’t do much.I

wasn’t totally buying what Sammy was saying, but she didn’t appear to be lying. And why

would she?“Come here. Let me do your hair and makeup. No one will be able to resist you

once I’m done with you.” I sat on the edge of Sammy’s bed while she applied creams and

powders to my face.She did most of the talking, giving me a rundown of the club and the type

of scene it was. It was definitely going to be outside my usual comfort zone, but simply being

around Sammy was hyping me up. Plus, I had started getting into the dress.“Okay, let me just

give your hair a little spritz of this and a tousle,” Sammy ran her fingers through my hair and

then took a second to look over her work. “Perfect. Check yourself out.”I turned towards the

mirror, and the woman I saw was hot. It took a while for me to accept that I really was looking

at myself.“You ready to shake some shit up?” Sammy asked, looking over my shoulder at me in

the mirror.I smiled and nodded.“Yeah. I am.”Chapter TwoDallas“How are you holding up?”I

looked over at my best friend, Jared, who looked absolutely miserable. His blue eyes were

locked on the pint glass in his hand, and I could practically feel the tension rolling off of him in

waves.Neither one of us were all that partial to the club scene, truth be told, but Jared

absolutely hated the nightlife. It had taken quite a bit of convincing to get him to come out. If it

was up to him, we’d be eating spicy wings and watching the game.And don’t get me wrong, I

didn’t mind spending a night in, but if I were going to do that, I’d rather spend it with a beautiful

girl.Hence, the club scene.“I’m fine. At least the beer’s cold.” Jared shrugged and then took a

sip of his drink. “But the music is kind of obnoxious. I’m guessing you can’t get them to turn it

down?”It took everything in me not to snort and roll my eyes. He sounded like a cranky old lady.

I loved my best friend and all, but sometimes I wished he’d let loose a little more. “No, Jared,” I

chuckled. “I’m afraid I cannot. But look around! There’s tons of beautiful women, and I’m sure

one will pity you enough to go home with you,” I joked.It had been a long time since I’d seen

Jared take anyone home with him, now that I thought about it. Not that he’d ever had a ton of

people cycling through his bed or anything, at least that I knew of, but I found myself wondering

just how long it had been since the other man had seen some action.It wasn’t that he was an

ugly guy or anything; with sandy-blonde hair, sapphire eyes, and a pretty built physique, he had

that sort of “All-American Boy” appearance that turned girls into goo. But he was a little on the

introverted side. Not quite what I would call shy, but close.Jared rolled his eyes and mumbled

something I couldn’t quite catch as he took another sip of his beer. Or, rather, attempted to. His

drink was empty, and he looked disappointed by that fact when he realized. “I’m going to go get

another beer,” He sighed, getting up and heading towards the bar.I was going to call after him

and ask him to get me one, too, but something in my bones stopped me. It was like I felt a

presence, and every nerve in my body was suddenly on high alert. I turned around, and that

was when I laid eyes on her.Soft brown curls bounced around a pretty, heart-shaped face, with

green eyes that were luminous even in the shitty club light. A tight black dress covered just

enough of her curvy body for decency, but revealed enough for me to appreciate her full

hourglass shape.Any thought that wasn’t focused on her withdrew from my mind as I watched

her. Her tits bounced as she danced against one of her friends, her lips turned up in a full

smile. I knew I had to talk to her. Better yet, I had to take her home. I wouldn’t know peace until

she was mine.
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Jamie West, “Hotness!. Jade, Jared, and Dallas are sizzling hot in this MMF love story! Nothing

like a new friend to stir things up between old friends. So smexy!!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Between the Billionares. Dallas, Jared, and Jade were three people i felt

were destined for love. You did a wonderful job bringing these three people together in a love

story that I didn't see coming. It was Awesome!!!”

c someone, “Between the Billionaires: MMF Bisexual Menage Romance (Between Them). I

enjoyed this MMF romance story. Jade is the main female character and she is a hot young

woman. Her excellent friend Sammy encourages her to have a little fun - but Jade might have

gotten a lot more with Dallas and Jared.”

The book by Mia Masters has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 68 people have provided feedback.
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